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An exploration of the emergence of a new psychedelic spirituality in the work of Philip K. Dick,
Terence McKenna, and Robert Anton Wilson. A study of the spiritual provocations to be found
in the work of Philip K. Dick, Terence McKenna, and Robert Anton Wilson, High Weirdness
charts the emergence of a new psychedelic spirituality that arose from the American
counterculture of the 1970s. These three authors changed the way millions of readers thought,
dreamed, and experienced reality—but how did their writings reflect, as well as shape, the
seismic cultural shifts taking place in America? In High Weirdness, Erik Davis—America's
leading scholar of high strangeness—examines the published and unpublished writings of these
vital, iconoclastic thinkers, as well as their own life-changing mystical experiences. Davis
explores the complex lattice of the strange that flowed through America's West Coast at a time
of radical technological, political, and social upheaval to present a new theory of the weird as a
viable mode for a renewed engagement with reality.
Throughout history, secret societies have played a crucial role in shaping events that have
created our world. Only an inner circle of power elite know the full extent of the influence of the
conspiracy... It is Paris, 1772, and Sigismundo Celine knows he is destined to play an
important part in this history-behind-history. The masons, the English nobility, the Jabobites,
the Rosicrucians, the ruling clique of pre-Revolution France: these are but a few of the factions
involved in the machinations and intrigue in which Sigismundo has become enmeshed. Thrown
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into the Bastille, shot at, assaulted by assassins, tortured, and brutally interrogated, he knows
only what he is and what he must do to become the one spoken of in the old texts. But what he
doesn't know could kill him: the secret powers of Maria, the Italian beauty who has become an
English Lady; the Irish fisherman, Moon, who stumbles across the inner workings of an
unsuspected cult; and the question they keep asking: the identity of The Widow's Son.
This is volume 3 in the "Cosmic Trigger" trilogy.
Here are images of our culture's absurdities, injustices, violence and desires, shot at you in a
machine gun like assault on your senses and intellect. A hilarious, chilling and irrevocably mindaltering, - a left brain/right-brain challenge...a conscious-raising experience filled with laughter,
rage -- and truth.
Prometheus Rising describes the landscape of human evolution and offers the reader an
opportunity to become a conscious participant. In an astoundingly useful road map infused with
humor and startling insight, Robert Anton Wilson presents the Eight Circuits of the Brain model
as an essential guide for the effort to break free of imprinted and programmed behavior, Bob
writes, "We are all giants, raised by pygmies, who have learned to walk with a perpetual mental
crouch. Unleashing our full stature-our total brain power-is what this book is all about." The
Robert Anton Wilson Trust Authorized Hilaritas Press Edition

The sequel to the cult classic The Illuminatus! Trilogy, this is an epic fantasy that
offers a twisted look at our modern-day world--a reality that exists in another
dimension of time and space that may be closer than we think.
Cosmic Trigger IFinal Secret of the Illuminati
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Discusses consciousness, the nature of God, sexuality, human knowledge,
robots, and the future
This, the long-awaited third volume of the Cosmic Trigger series, includes
Wilson's witty and humorous observations about the widely spread (and, happily,
premature) announcement of his demise. And, of course, what Wilson
masterpiece would be complete without synchronicities, religious fanatics, UFOs,
crop circles, paranoia, pompous scientists, secret societies, high tech, black
magic, quantum physics, hoaxes (real and fake), Orson Welles, James Joyce,
Carl Sagan, Madonna and The Vagina of Nuit.
The great modern classic of a brilliant rebel's personal exploration into the nature
of consciousness Featuring a New Introduction by John Higgs "Cosmic Trigger
deals with a process of deliberately induced brain change. This process is called
"initiation" or "vision quest" in many traditional societies and can loosely be
considered some dangerous variety of self-psychotherapy in modern
terminology. I do not recommend it for everybody . . . briefly, the main thing I
learned in my experiments is that "reality" is always plural and mutable." - Robert
Anton Wilson from the Preface The Robert Anton Wilson Trust Authorized
Hilaritas Press Edition
Daisy Eris Campbell's screenplay for her interpretation of Robert Anton Wilson's classic
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autobiographical adventure exploring the terrain of Maybe Logic and Chapel Perilous.
Throughout human history, thoughts, values and behaviours have been coloured by language
and the prevailing view of the universe. With the advent of Quantum Mechanics, relativity, nonEuclidean geometries, non-Aristotelian logic and General Semantics, the scientific view of the
world has changed dramatically from just a few decades ago. Nonetheless, human thinking is
still deeply rooted in the cosmology of the middle ages. This is the book to change your way of
perceiving yourself -- and the universe. Some say it's materialistic, others call it scientific and
still others insist it's mystical. It is all of these -- and none. The book for the 21st Century,
complete with exercises. Picks up where "Prometheus Rising" left off. Some say it's
materialistic, others call it scientific and still others insist it's mystical. It is all of these -- and
none.
The first book in the Cosmic Trigger trilogy reveals the enlightening secret of the Illuminati
while presenting the daunting metaphor of Chapel Perilous where the unprepared can get lost
in a spirited journey. Volume Two of the series presents the metaphor of the Bridge and the
lessons of Bob's early life that brought him to the wisdom of the Model Agnostic's perspective.
In Bob's typical wide-ranging narratives, we learn, among other mind-blowing anecdotes, about
the similarities between the Pope of Rome and the Wizard of Oz. Don't miss this explosion of
thought, when for the second time, Bob pulls the Cosmic Trigger.The ROBERT ANTON
WILSON TRUST Authorized HILARITAS PRESS EDITION
Henry Cyril Paget, 5th Marquis of Anglesey (1875 - 1905) was born to inherit the Empire.
Instead, he burned brightly, briefly and transvestitely through his family’s vast wealth; putting
on fabulous plays starring him. When he died, his vengeful heirs burned every trace of his
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existence they could find, and carried on as though he’d never been. Ouch. This Songbook
Edition contains the fully-transcribed piano and vocal arrangements for all fourteen songs from
the show, so you can have a sherry and sing any of the glamorous roles: Prophetic Ghost!
Prominent aesthete Lord Berners! Person from Didcot! etc.
Ia all of history a vast conspiracy? Cosmic joke? Robert Anton Wilson developed the story of
the Illuminati, a conspiracy as old as time itself, as a vehicle to amuse and enlighten. His bestselling books, The Illuminati Trilogy and Cosmic Trigger, have delighted readers the world over
and made the Illuminati conspiracy the perfect metaphor for our time. In the ILLUMINATI
PAPERS, Robert Anton Wilson speaks through characters from his novels and other realities
and presents his views on our future way of life. Includes The HEAD Revolution Secrets of
Evolution How to Eliminate Stupidity Illuminati Interoffice Memos The Position Papers of
Hagbard Celine Economic Liberation The Usual Gang of Lunatics, Mystics, and Characters
Clamoring for a New Social Order
The first volume of the Cosmic Trigger series describes in vivid elucidation the perils of a
spiritual journey. Volume two of the series presents the author's "bridge" - how did Bob grow
into his expanded perspective of Multiverse. In this third and final volume, Bob digs even
deeper and uncovers the masks of reality and the reality of masks. Warning: this book may
reveal more about what is "real" in reality than you might find comfortable!The ROBERT
ANTON WILSON TRUST Authorized HILARITAS PRESS EDITION
This, for my money, is the most spectacular non-fiction work that Wilson ever penned,
breathtakingly adventurous in both its content and its strikingly experimental form. Uncertain
and demonstrably uncaring whether it's a piece of literary criticism, metaphysical discussion or
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anthology of diverse esoteric writings, this remarkable compendium is best seen, in the spirit of
its title, as a glorious accidental dance of meaning, modernism and mythology. - Alan Moore,
from his introduction to Coincidance - The Robert Anton Wilson Trust Authorized Hilaritas
Press Edition
Director, actor, writer, Daisy Eris Campbell grew up in the lunatic world of her father, master
storyteller Ken Campbell, described by The Guardian obituary as the most original and
unclassifiable talent in British theatre of the past half-century. Daisy was literally conceived on
the set of her father's 12-hour staging of Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson's epic
production of Illuminatus!, in which her mother Prunella Gee played Eris, the 50-foot goddess
of discord. In Pigspurt's Daughter, Daisy presents a surreal and comedic monologue that
magnificently builds on the family tradition, and includes the enlightening obscure art of
gastromancy leading to the absurdly entertaining necessity of Daisy coming to terms with the
larger-than-life influence of her father on her life, what Daisy calls "pulling herself out from her
dad's arsehole."
Before the X-Files, before alt.conspiracy, there was Robert Anton Wilson and his legendary
Illuminatus! Trilogy. Now this avatar of conspiriology, renowned for his razor wit and
progressive philosophy, takes you on a fascinating, eclectic ride through what Wilson has
termed the "Cultic Twilight" where conspiracy theories flourish. Everything Is Under Control
covers the range of Wilson's kaleidoscopic knowledge, from John Adams to the Voronezh
(former Soviet Union) UFO sighting, the Campus Crusade for Cthulhu to the Mothman
prophecies, and everything in between. What do the Freemasons, the Kennedys, and Princess
Diana have in common? All are at the center of gigantic conspiracy theories with incredibly
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complex and endlessly multiplying twists, turns, highways and byways. Arranged by
alphabetical entries which include cross-references to other entries in the book and also
provide addresses to related sites on the Web, this book is truly interactive--you can dip in,
read through, or follow one of the URLs from an interesting entry onto the internet. What some
famous people say about Robert Anton Wilson: "A dazzling barker hawking tickets to the most
thrilling tilt-a-whirls and daring loop-o-planes on the midway to higher consciousness." --Tom
Robbins "Wilson managed to reverse every mental polarity in me, as if I had been pulled
through infinity." --Philip K. Dick "One of the most important scientific philosophers of his
century--scholarly, witty, scientific, hip and hopeful." --Dr. Timothy Leary
The great psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich once wrote, "No President, Academy, Court of Law,
Congress or Senate on this earth has the knowledge or power to decide what will be the
knowledge of tomorrow". In 1957, the government of the United States of America jailed Dr
Reich and burned all of his published works. This book provides a remarkable new look at the
vilification and destruction of a great man who refused to bow to Gestapo tactics.

Robert Anton Wilson's final book explores the "relativity of reality" in a mind-bending
stream of essays. Among other topics, the master of guerrilla ontology examines The
Celtic Roots Of Quantum Theory, Schrödinger's Other Cat, Joyce & Daoism, Sexual
Alchemy, Left and Right: A Non-Euclidean Perspective, and Cheerful Reflections On
Death And Dying. RAW's description of his run for Governor of California as the
candidate for his Guns & Dope Party offers a delightfully absurd view of an improbable
Maybe in terrestrial politics. "I wrote these polemics, poems, neurolinguistic
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experiments and assorted meanderings over a period of about 45 years," and in
reflecting on this extraordinary collection of his writings, the brilliant and modest Model
Agnostic adds, "I don't believe anything, but I have many suspicions . . . These
suspicions have grown over 72 years, but as a rather slow and stupid fellow I do not
have the Chutzpah to proclaim any of them as certitudes." "A SUPER GENIUS . . . He
has written everything I was afraid to write." - Dr. John Lilly, writer, neuroscientist and
psychonaut "One of the leading thinkers of the modern age." - Barbara Marx Hubbard,
Foundation for Conscious Evolution "A masterful satirist who views history as an open
question." - Brad Linaweaver, Atlanta Constitution "I have learned more from Robert
Anton Wilson than I have from any other source." - Comedian George Carlin
'By far the best book this year, brilliant, discursive and wise' BEN GOLDACRE. The
strange tale of the death, life and legacy of the hugely successful band. They were the
bestselling singles band in the world. They had awards, credibility, commercial success
and creative freedom. Then they deleted their records, erased themselves from musical
history and burnt their last million pounds in a boathouse on the Isle of Jura. And they
couldn't say why. This is not just the story of The KLF. It is a book about Carl Jung,
Alan Moore, Robert Anton Wilson, Ken Campbell, Dada, Situationism, Discordianism,
magic, chaos, punk, rave, the alchemical symbolism of Doctor Who and the special
power of the number 23. Wildly unauthorised and unlike any other music biography,
THE KLF is a trawl through chaos on the trail of a beautiful, accidental mythology. Read
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by John Higgs (p) Orion Publishing Group 2018
A fair and balanced look at the writing of Robert Anton Wilson and its relationship with
the Kaballah, Finnegans Wake, General Semantics, Quantum Mechanics, Ezra Pound,
The Wizard of Oz, Aleister Crowley, and a zillion other subjects. Whether you are a
newcomer or already familiar with Dr. Wilson's work, welcome to the Weird and
Wonderful World of Wilson. This book provides many pointers to ways people can
deepen their understanding of the fields which shaped Dr. Wilson's world-view.
This American underground classic is a rollicking cosmic mystery featuring Albert
Einstein and James Joyce as the ultimate space/time detectives. One fateful evening in
a suitably dark, beer-soaked Swiss rathskeller, a wild and obscure Irishman named
James Joyce would become the drinking partner of an unknown physics professor
called Albert Einstein. And on that same momentous night, Sir John Babcock, a terrorstricken young Englishman, would rush through the tavern door bringing a mystery that
only the two most brilliant minds of the century could solve . . . or perhaps bringing only
a figment of his imagination born of the paranoia of our times. An outrageous, raunchy
ride through the twists and turns of mind and space, Masks of the Illuminati runs amok
with all our fondest conspiracy theories to show us the truth behind the laughter . . . and
the laughter in the truth. Praise for Masks of the Illuminati “I was astonished and
delighted . . . Robert Anton Wilson managed to reverse every mental polarity in me, as
if I had been pulled through infinity.”—Philip K. Dick “[Wilson is] erudite, witty, and
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genuinely scary.”—Publishers Weekly “A dazzling barker hawking tickets to the most
thrilling tilt-a-whirls and daring loop-o-planes on the midway to a higher
consciousness.”—Tom Robbins “Wilson is one of the most profound, important,
scientific philosophers of this century—scholarly, witty, hip, and hopeful.”—Timothy Leary
WHAT IS TSOG? It's the "Tsarist Occupational Government", those wonderful folks in
Washington B.C. (oops, sorry, that's D.C.) who, OF COURSE, always have your best
interest at heart. Of course. "TSOG" is Bob's most powerful political statement to date.
What is happening RIGHT NOW to human freedom? What in the world is the U.S.
doing with a drug TSAR(!) who routinely and gleefully destroys millions of lives and
bullies the governments of the rest of the world into prosecuting an insane war on
[some] drugs? How did a Nazi spy come to have an enormous influence on current
U.S. foreign policy? Will the 'war on terrorism' put the last nail in the coffin of YOUR
rights? Would Hannibal Lecter make a better president than George W. Bush? Bob's
keen wit skewers those who are forcing us all into slavery, and warns us that there is
little time left. How long will it be before Bob's books are banned as 'literary terrorism'?
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